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A. Insufficient RAM
B. IIS 6 Compatibility
C. IIS 7.0
D. SQL 2005 Express

Answer: B

QUESTION: 146
During the Notification Server 7.1 installation, what are two requirements for the Symantec
Installation Manager to continue and finish successfully? (Select two.)

A. Database Settings
B.
Email Settings
C.
Credentials
D. Fully Qualified Domain Name
E.
License

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 147
Which two Resource Attributes can be inherited from Base Resource Types? (Select two.)

A. Association Types
B.
Resource Types
C.
Organizational Group
D. Resource Scope
E.
Data Classes

Answer: A, E

QUESTION: 148
What defines the link between user and computer resources?

A. Resource Association
B. Resource Data Class
C. Resource Type
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D. Resource Link

Answer: A

QUESTION: 149
If installation of the Package Service on the Site Server is forgotten, what is the impact on a
new hierarchy implementation?

A. Replication performance is degraded.
B. Data replication stops.
C. Hierarchy installation is denied.
D. Hierarchy replication switches to HTTP.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 150
There are Notification Servers in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Corporate
headquarters are in New York and should manage all computers. Administrators in Chicago
and Los Angeles should only have access to their own computers. How should hierarchy be
configured to support these security requirements?

A. configure security roles on each Notification Server and replicate them upward
B. configure security roles in New York and replicate them downward
C. configure security roles on each Notification Server and disable replication
D. configure security roles in New York and replicate them upward

Answer: B

QUESTION: 151
A named resource target contains 50 computers in the Sales Department. Several policies and
tasks are applied to this target. An administrator modifies one of these policies by changing
this target so that the policy now applies to 25 computers in the Engineering Department.
How are the policies and tasks affected?

A. Only the policy that the administrator changed is affected; all others only apply to the 50
computers in the Sales Department.
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B. Only the policies and tasks that the administrator created are affected and apply to the 25
computers in the Engineering Department.
C. Every policy and task that applies to the target now applies to 75 computers in both the
Sales and Engineering Departments.
D. Every policy and task that applies to the target now only applies to the 25 computers in
the Engineering Department.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 152
Refer to the Exhibit.

A target has been created with two rules: 1) 'include computers in' filter All Computers, and
2) 'exclude computers not in' filter Windows XP Computers. There are 200 computers in the
All Computers filter. There are 150 computers in the Windows XP Computers filter. How
many computers will be in the target?

A. 50
B. 150
C. 200
D. 350

Answer: B

QUESTION: 153
Refer to the Exhibit.
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An administrator creates an organizational group that contains only computers for the Sales
Department. The group is named Sales Department Computers. Which single rule should the
administrator add to limit the target that contains all computers to computers only in the
Sales Department?

A. include computers in group Sales Department Computers
B. exclude computers not in group Sales Department Computers
C. include computers in filter Sales Department Computers
D. exclude computers not in filter Sales Department Computers

Answer: B

QUESTION: 154
What should the administrator do if none of the existing tasks accomplish what they are
trying to do?

A. build a SQL query and add tasks to it
B. build a script task that will accomplish the required actions
C. create a new task type and add the required actions
D. create an override extension on an existing task to perform the action

Answer: B

QUESTION: 155
Where do Server Tasks run?

A. on any Site Server
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B. on any managed server
C. on the Notification Server
D. on any managed computer
Answer: C

QUESTION: 156
What should an administrator do to ensure the correct sequence of a series of tasks?

A. create a job that calls the tasks
B. create a sequential task that calls the tasks
C. drop the tasks on the systems in the correct order
D. schedule the tasks to occur in the correct order

Answer: A

QUESTION: 157
What are two benefits of adding Site Server in a remote location? (Select two.)

A. reduction of bandwidth consumption to the WAN
B.
reduction of the resource load on the Notification Server
C.
reduction of Help Desk tickets for software installs
D. reduction of local network resources used by workstations
E.
reduction of the amount of data transfer in packages

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 158
An administrator wants to use their current LDAP structure as the foundation for the site
design. Which tool allows the administrator to create a site structure from the existing LDAP
environment?

A. Automation Policy
B. Import Microsoft Active Directory
C. Site Import Wizard D. New Site Wizard
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 159
A parent company has expanded their network through a recent acquisition with 50,000
additional workstations. The administrator has been tasked with expanding the Symantec
Management Platform architecture on Windows XP to service the additional machines.
According to Symantec recommendations, what is the minimum number of Task Servers that
should be considered?

A. 1
B. 2
C. 5
D. 10

Answer: D

QUESTION: 160
Refer to the Exhibit.

Which two settings will reduce the performance load on a Site Server with 5,000 registered
workstations where assigned tasks are experiencing significant delays? (Select two.)

A. Maximum time between tickle attempts
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B.
Maximum computers to manage per Task Server
C.
Task update interval
D. Minimum time between tickle attempts
E.
Send detailed task events (requires more bandwidth)

Answer: C, D
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